IT Training Press Releases (Feb 14)

**Xyleme and Learning Strategist Bryan Chapman Release Informal Learning Webinar for Download**

Xyleme | Boulder, CO, USA | 28 Feb 2014

Webinar provides attendees tools to create an executable and superior informal learning strategy

**Global Knowledge wins 2014 IBM Choice Award for Global Training Provider of the Year**

Global Knowledge | Wokingham (UK) | 28 Feb 2014

IT and Business Training Leader Achieves Prestigious Honor in Programme's Inaugural Engagement.

**Brightwave exhibiting at CIPD Learning & Development 2014 and delivering seminar on learning innovation**

Brightwave | Brighton (UK) | 27 Feb 2014

Next generation learning expert Brightwave will be exhibiting at the CIPD Learning & Development Show 2014 and delivering two seminars - one exploring learning innovation and the other looking at how the Tin Can API is transforming online learning.

**Epic and Towards Maturity to host LearningNow: efficient, effective, engaging**

Epic | 25 Feb 2014

Leaders in learning technologies Epic are delighted to be partnering with industry benchmarking experts Towards Maturity for their first joint event of 2014: ‘LearningNow: efficient, effective, engaging – cost-effective ways to motivate and engage learners’.

**Impressive results for LINE**

LINE Communications | 25 Feb 2014

LINE Communications, one of Europe's leading suppliers of learning and communications announces strong results for 2013.

**Spirax Sarco to enhance its engineering training programme with eLearning from CM Group**

CM Group | Bristol, UK | 25 Feb 2014

CM Group, one of the UK’s largest providers of bespoke eLearning courseware, today announced that Spirax Sarco, the world’s leading provider of steam system solutions, has selected CM Group to produce its range of eLearning courseware.

**Tata Interactive Systems webinar to focus on 'Contrasting learning styles in the UK and Germany'**

Business simulations are used quite extensively in Germany whereas there is little penetration of them in the UK. To help understand and overcome this challenge, Tata Interactive's webinar to be presented by Dominik Maier, Principal Consultant, TIS, Germany and Will Chadwick, Vice President - UK, TIS, will explore this subject, demonstrate examples and suggest answers.

**AURORA Launches NetDimensions Learning to Centralize Corporate Training and Onboarding for 5,000 Employees**

NetDimensions | Hong Kong | 25 Feb 2014

AURORA Group has successfully launched NetDimensions Learning as its new centralized learning management solution.

**E-Learning's Future: Changing Learning to Meet Modern Demands – Call for Proposals – ONLINE EDUCA BERLIN 2014**

ICWE | Berlin | 24 Feb 2014

Modern education is evolving into a different shape. Faced with the demands of a complex world, today's learning is being delivered in a multiplicity of forms and a variety of environments. What will the shape of future learning look like? How are we changing learning to meet new demands? These and other questions will be raised at the 20th edition of ONLINE EDUCA BERLIN on December 3 – 5, 2014. Proposals for this year's overall theme, Changing Learning, can be submitted before June 2nd, 2014: ONLINE EDUCA BERLIN is looking for the services, case studies, research, thinking, narratives and expertise that are shaping technology enhanced learning and training.

**Key bodies revise accepted wisdom on change management**

APMG | High Wycombe, Bucks, UK | 21 Feb 2014

Accreditation body APMG-International, in association with the Change Management Institute (CMI), which is headquartered in Australia, has developed a refreshed change management qualification.

**Saba Announces Customer Panel for @ Work 2014 with Guitar Center, Kimberly-Clark and Yum Brands**

Saba Software | UK, Bracknell | 21 Feb 2014

Industry Leaders to Discuss Creating Cultures of Engagement and Motivation

**Towards Maturity and LearnerLab partner to put engagement centre stage of workplace learning agenda**

Towards Maturity | London, UK | 20 Feb 2014

New service equips organisations with the learner data, insight and expertise to target investment for an increasingly digital workforce.

**Leading Employers, MOOCs and More at Learning Insights Live**

Kineo | 20 Feb 2014
City & Guilds Kineo will host McDonald’s, Brand Learning, Compass Group and TUI at its upcoming Learning Insights event on 26 February 2014 in London. The employers will share their experiences of successful technology-led learning initiatives and explore best practice with an audience of learning and development professionals.

**Upside Learning enters the EU market at LEARNTEC Germany**

**Upside Learning | Pune | 20 Feb 2014**

Upside Learning made its European debut at the LEARNTEC event in Germany from 4-6 February 2014.

**Guiding businesses through Microsoft migration in April**

**Commelius Solutions | London, UK | 20 Feb 2014**

The training provider, Commelius Solutions, is launching a webinar to help IT and Learning and Development managers get through the Microsoft upgrade coming this spring.

**Nick Mitchell, founder of the UK’s leading train the trainer programme, explains why TAP® is unique**

**The Training Foundation | 19 Feb 2014**

In November 2013, the 25,000th TAP® Certificate was awarded and to mark this milestone Nick Mitchell, who founded TAP® in 1998, was interviewed by TrainingSuccess.TV. He was asked: ‘What makes TAP® different from other train the trainer programmes?’

**Elearnity’s 9-Grid report rates LINE Communications ‘Strategic Leader’**

**LINE Communications | London | 19 Feb 2014**

LINE has been rated a ‘Strategic Leader’ in the 9-Grid™ report for bespoke e-learning development by Elearnity, Europe’s leading independent learning and talent analysts.

**Docebo new release set to challenge elearning industry’s big players**

**DOCEBO | Naples, Italy | 18 Feb 2014**

New 6.2 release of the LMS Cloud Solution improves delivery and supports Enterprise Learning from end-to-end.

**eLearning from CM Group to assist the Aircraft Carrier Alliance in delivering the UK’s new flagships**

**CM Group | Bristol, UK | 18 Feb 2014**

The Aircraft Carrier Alliance (ACA) is a unique partnership between BAE Systems, Thales, Babcock and the UK Ministry of Defence. The ACA will deliver the UK’s new flagship aircraft carriers, HMS Queen Elizabeth and HMS Prince of Wales.

**NetDimensions positioned again as a ‘Core Leader’ in Elearnity’s latest 9-Grid™ report for Learning Management Systems**
NetDimensions | London, UK | 18 Feb 2014

NetDimensions has been positioned again as a ‘Core Leader’ in the 2014 release of the unique European learning and talent market insight report, Elearnity 9-Grid™ for Learning Management Systems (LMS).

Learning Nexus appoints Laura May as Customer Support Manager

Learning Nexus | 18 Feb 2014

eLearning provider Learning Nexus has appointed Laura May, former Production Manager of Safety4Business Ltd, as Customer Support Manager.

Virtual College’s new online resources support ‘work ready’ training programmes

Virtual College | Ilkley | 13 Feb 2014

Virtual College has developed a range of resources to help colleges and training providers deliver ‘work ready’ training programmes including traineeships, apprenticeships, study programmes and employability initiatives.

Webanywhere launches integrated e-learning system

Webanywhere | 13 Feb 2014

Webanywhere is relaunching its market-leading website system School Jotter as an integrated e-learning tool.

Global Knowledge UK Receives EMEA Region Training Partner of the Year Award at VMware Partner Exchange 2014

Global Knowledge | Wokingham (UK) | 13 Feb 2014

Partners from Around the World Recognised for Delivering Outstanding VMware Virtualisation and Cloud Solutions in the Mobile Cloud Era

LINGOs deploys Last Mile Learning with NetDimensions

NetDimensions | Hong Kong and Seattle, WA, USA | 12 Feb 2014

NetDimensions and LINGOs innovate with next generation learning technology for international humanitarian relief and development organizations.

Too old to train?

The Corporate eLearning Consortium | London, UK | 11 Feb 2014

The over 50’s make up a third of the UK’s workforce, but are the least likely to be offered training. Yet research shows that it is indeed possible to ‘teach an old dog new tricks’. Is it time for organisations to rethink their L&D policies for older workers, asks Robin Hoyle?

Upside Learning In The Top 5 In The Learning Technologies 2014 Exit Poll
Upside Learning | 11 Feb 2014

Upside Learning made a big impression at the Learning Technologies 2014 event in London, last month. It was rated as the No. 1 company by visitors for "having the most profitable conversation with" and No. 5 whose material people remembered putting into their showbags.

US software giant rolls out global training for 15,000 new managers with CM Group’s gamified Luminosity mobile induction programme

CM Group | Bristol, UK and Seattle, US | 11 Feb 2014

Training solutions specialist, CM Group has completed the implementation of the new worldwide induction programme to new Managers at a leading international software company. Delivery to mobile devices means that this major induction initiative can reach new Managers wherever they are, with engaging, relevant and up-to-date training and support content.

Saba Awarded ‘Silver’ for Best Learning Management System by Bcoso

Saba Software | UK, Bracknell | 09 Feb 2014

Saba Cloud Recognised at LEARNTEC 2014.

Virtual College’s Lean Healthcare Awards recognise efficiency and improvements in patient experience

Virtual College | Ilkley | 09 Feb 2014

Representatives from NHS hospital trusts and private healthcare organisations gathered at the Marriott Hotel in Leeds on Thursday 6th February for the Annual Lean Healthcare Conference and Awards.

City & Guilds Kineo Does the Treble, Winning Learning Provider of the Year at the Learning Awards

Kineo | 07 Feb 2014

City & Guilds Kineo has once again been honoured with a major industry award, winning Learning Provider of the Year at the prestigious Learning Awards. This lands City & Guilds Kineo with an unprecedented treble of international awards in 2013/14.

HC-One’s innovative Head of People wins Chief Learning Officer of the Year

Acteon Communication and Learning | Cambridge | 07 Feb 2014

HC-One’s Head of People and Organisational Development won the Gold Award for Chief Learning Officer of the Year at the prestigious Learning Awards for her work with Acteon on a transformational staff development programme.

Announcing the 2014 Learning Awards winners

Learning and Performance Institute | The Dorchester, London | 07 Feb 2014
The learning community’s top organisations and outstanding individuals gathered together in London last night (6th February) to celebrate the 18th annual Learning Awards.

Survey by Reed Learning reveals the pressure on PAs

Reed Learning | London | 06 Feb 2014

Reed Learning asked 320 Personal Assistants and Office Administrators what skills they needed in order to improve their performance. The results showed that today’s career-driven PA has project management and networking at the top of their to-do lists.

Safety4Business supplying Health & Safety eLearning to the Holcim Technology and Services

Learning Nexus | 06 Feb 2014

eLearning provider Safety4Business is supplying the popular IOSH Managing Safely course to Holcim Technology and Services.

The Training Foundation partners with the OnlineTVGroup to launch the first Online TV channel for the Training Industry

The Training Foundation | 06 Feb 2014

The OnlineTVGroup has launched www.TrainingSuccess.tv, the first online TV Channel exclusively for the UK training sector, in association with The Training Foundation (www.tap-training.com) and supported by the British Institute for Learning & Development (www.thebild.org).

iSQI SIG CMAP releases its first course ‘Mobile App Testing - Foundation Level’

iSQI | London | 05 Feb 2014

CMAP© Certified Mobile App Professional is a SIG brought together by iSQI - comprising international IT leaders working to establish standards in mobile technologies; First course ‘Mobile App Testing – Foundation Level’ announced today.

Debbie Archer is the Director of iSQI’s British Branch

iSQI | London | 05 Feb 2014

Debbie Archer is the head the new London branch of the International Software Quality Institute (iSQI). She is considered one of the most experienced experts in the field of IT certification. Until recently Debbie was internationally known as the Director of Global Channel Partners for the British Computer Society.

Docebo ranked in the top 10 learning management systems by ‘2014 State of LMS Industry’ Report

DOCEBO | 05 Feb 2014

In Craig Weiss’ independent Learning Management Systems report of 2014, Docebo was ranked #7 out of more than 580 LMSs currently available on the market at worldwide level.

Docebo showcases the latest version of its Learning Management System
At the recent Learning Technologies event in London, Docebo and GuyKat Solutions showcased the latest Docebo Learning Management System release – 6.1 - with Amazon S3, Amazon EC2 and Amazon CloudFront support, bringing companies a faster, more flexible and efficient learning delivery solution with global reach.

**Totara LMS Platinum Partner, Synergy Learning, Wins Top Sales Award**

**Totara | Whitstable, Kent | 05 Feb 2014**

Synergy Learning, Platinum Totara Partner and leading provider in innovative eLearning, has been awarded the first ever accolade from Totara LMS, for the company with top sales in Totara Subscriptions.

**Brightwave unveils latest version of award-winning social learning platform tessello**

**Brightwave | 05 Feb 2014**

One year after its initial launch, tessello version 2.0 was shown for the first time to an enthusiastic public at Learning Technologies 2014. Following its win in the 'Most innovative new learning hardware or software product' category at the 2013 E-Learning Awards, tessello took another step forward with the new version of the platform, which boasts extended functionality and a reinvented look and feel.

**Kallidus is looking for new talent to support fast growth**

**Kallidus | Cirencester, UK | 05 Feb 2014**

Kallidus is to make a significant investment in new jobs at its Cirencester base, creating eight new roles in learning design, consultancy, customer support and also in learning & talent software development and testing. The new roles will support the company's increased revenues, up 19% in 2013 over 2012. The company is holding a careers day on February 11 for interested candidates.

**Championing business agility through better workforce communication – new Speexx white paper**

**Speexx | Munich, Germany | 05 Feb 2014**

Speexx, the award-winning provider of online corporate language training, has released a new white paper for the talent management sector. “Championing business agility through better workforce communication” sets the agenda for HR and L&D professionals and shows how communication skills can be instrumental in improving workforce agility.

**DuPont Sustainable Solutions Delivers a New Safety Orientation Training Program**

**DuPont Sustainable Solutions | Virginia Beach, VA | 04 Feb 2014**

DuPont Sustainable Solutions has released Safety Orientation: A New Way of Thinking, a new safety orientation training program that provides an overview of various workplace safety topics, including personal protective equipment (PPE), bloodborne pathogens (BBPs), fire safety, electrical safety, and slips, trips, and falls.

**Totara Partners at Learntec 2014 Show the Benefits of an Open Source LMS for Enterprise**
Totara | Whitstable, Kent | 04 Feb 2014

Totara will once again be very well represented at the Learntec show in Karlsruhe, Germany, 4-6th February 2014.

Warsash Maritime Academy to deliver international mobile learning programme with CM Group

CM Group | Bristol, UK | 04 Feb 2014

CM Group, a global leader in the field of innovative learning solutions comprising interactive eLearning and mobile learning, today announced that Warsash Maritime Academy, part of Southampton Solent University, will deliver its latest innovative and international mobile learning programme using Luminosity Mentor, CM Group’s range of learning and corporate communications Apps.

Reed Learning’s Little Book of Inspiration is highly commended in the Learning Technologies and Learning and Skills 2014 exit poll

Reed Learning | London | 04 Feb 2014

Reed Learning’s Little Book of Inspiration is ranked as one of the top giveaways at the Learning Technologies and Learning and Skills 2014 exhibition.

Xyleme Partners with Top Learning Strategist Bryan Chapman for Informal Learning Webinar

Xyleme | Boulder, CO, USA | 03 Feb 2014

Webinar to provide attendees tools to create an executable and superior informal learning strategy.
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